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Introduction 
ffice Technology and Management is study of a wide 

range of subjects related to career in the modern 

office today. This programmed OTM provides the 

ability/training necessary to performed successfully in the 

many and varied clerical, secretarial and office administrative 

position. The office technology and management is a two years 

programmed for both National and Diploma and Higher 

National Diploma respectively. Office Technology and 

management is a specialized course of study that is designed 

to produce manpower to maintain and sustain offices both 

private and public sectors. Office Technology and 

Management as an aspect of education which prepares 

students towards the acquisition of practical and applied skills 

as well as basic scientific knowledge needed to perform 

adequately in the world of work.  In other words, the 

programmed is focused on production of manpower that 

would be self-reliant and contribute to manpower 

development.   
Komolafe and Ajayi (2010) describe Office Technology and 

Management (OTM) as work-oriented educational 

programmed which aims at skills acquisition for paid 

employment, self-reliance or employer of labor.  They further 

say that training in Office Technology and Management 

involves the development of skills, competencies, attitudes and 

attributes to be able to function effectively in the millennium 
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office.  Orija (2012) describes Office Technology and Management (OTM) as a specialized 

course of study designed to produce manpower of different cadres (with ND and HND 

qualifications) that will maintain and sustain offices in both private and public 

organizations. Office Technology and management is a specialized course of study that is 

designed to produce manpower development to maintain and sustain offices both private 

and public sectors. These include a good basic training is shorthand, typewriting, and 

secretarial duties, discretion, imitative, creativity, punctuality, conscientiousness ,and 

willingness, tact and diplomacy, loyalty to employer and responsibility anticipation. 

Iro-Idoro, Jolaade, Aladenusi and Ajibare (2012) asserted that it is important to equip 

undergraduates (OTM students) in institution such as polytechnic with the necessary skills 

that will enable them to be self-employed and self-reliant after the completion of their 

programmed.   Self-reliance is to rely on one’s ability to make a living; that is, to utilize 

acquired tacit knowledge that has metamorphosed into resourcefulness and 

innovativeness. 

Therefore, Using information communication technology and impact for Office 

management technology is proving the tools that are revolutionizing the role of an office 

secretary. It has also become a vital and integral part of every business plan. Information 

communication technology help to improve office technology and management in 

different ways like office of a secretary, and Technologist. 

Information communication which brings about modern office equipment but also 

imparted the secretarial duties. It has increased secretarial efficiency and has made 

accessibility of information easy for decision making it has made todays office look more 

sophisticated and more interesting place of work.  

Atakpa (2008) opined that the strength of any nation in all ramifications is dependent 

upon her strength in the use of technology.  This assertion made Prachi (2018) to describe 

manpower (Human Capital) as the collective stock of skills, attributes, knowledge and 

expertise which further play an integral role in increasing the productivity of an 

organization.  According to him, no organization survives if there are no employees who 

can contribute their quotas to its success and productivity since employees spend the 

maximum part of their day in offices and strive hard to achieve the goals and objectives 

of the organization which in effect contribute positively to the national and manpower 

development of a Nation. 

Bali do not have any role of office Technology and management problem in the course of 

discharging their duties. The researcher therefore recommended among many other 

management of Federal Polytechnic Bali should periodically train manpower 

development so as to be more effective and be aware of change made in the profession. 
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Atueyi (2010) believed that the rapid advancement in technology and the new are 

innovations moving the world from industrial society to information society.   Technology 

has evolved the functions of office to rely on different types of improved and 

standardized equipment.  It has also devised varied stages and concepts for effective 

communication within and outside the organization.  These could be seen from the 

various societal needs and wants created by new technologies.  As a result, the jingles 

have added more alphabets like “I” and “C” to “T”. Today, the jingles now ring IT and ICT.  

According to her, the rapid pace of technological change opens new opportunities like e-

business, which is the use of electronic means and platforms to conduct a company’s 

business.  Others are e-commerce, e-purchasing, e-marketing, e-finance and e-service, all 

use electronic means to do these practices on-line.  These new opportunities however, 

pose challenges not only to OTM graduates but to humanity too. 

Kotler (2004) remarked that with faster communication, transportation and financial 

flows, the world is rapidly shrinking.  He further noted that marketers have made a 

strategic decision to become part of the cyber bazaar.  That is, they are using the web to 

reach new customers outside their home countries so support existing customers to live 

abroad.  Electronic researchers are building smarter chips to make our cars, homes and 

offices more responsive to changing conditions.  The blending of personal computers, 

scanners, fax and copy machines, wireless phones, the internet and e-mail, has made it 

possible for people to ‘telecommute’, that is, work at home or on the road instead of 

travelling to the office. 

Peter C. B. (2010) cited Osagie (1992) revealed that Office Education is a type of education 

that is concerned with the acquisition of the skills or office occupation, aptitudes, 

attitudes and knowledge for carrying out successfully, the functions in the office.  

Ngenegbo (2002) posited that employees must possess relevant employable skills to fit 

into labor market.  Furthermore, Peter (2010) cited Okwuanaso (1992) said that many 

changes are taking place in the way tasks are performed in the modern office.  These 

changes show a continued office revolution in future.  According to him, the up-to-date 

office education programmed must also prepare students for the modern processes of 

storing and retrieving data, for the way mail is processed and Word Processing is 

accelerating production and transmission of letters and other documents. Employers and 

customers seek graduates who are not afraid of change and who can adapt to changes 

and will continue to be part of office scene.  Change is the order of the day and Office 

Education graduates must be prepared to cope with it.  He went further to say that Office 

Education graduate is expected to be competent in performing basic skills.  Employers 

and customers have not reduced their demand for graduates who are competent in the 

use of grammar, punctuation, spelling, and proper word choice and who can express 

themselves well both orally and in writing.  Listening skills are also essential.  The ability 

to follow directions and accurately collect fact and information to be stored and later 

retrieved are important skills.  There is no acceptable substitute for proficiency in office 

management since Office Managers are expected to be experts in utilizing Basic Skills, 
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Administrative Skills, Communication Skills, Interpersonal Skills, Manipulative skills, 

Innovative Skills, Creative Skills and Computational Skills for performance.  All these 

would enhance both national and manpower development. Therefore, the important role 

of office technology and management (OTM) in the production of skilled and competent 

workforce for sustainable of manpower development.     

 

Statement of the Problem 
Problems encountered by manpower development have been characterized by a lot of 
duties they perform. These problem are cause mainly by the management of the 
organization thereby hindering the activities or duties of the secretary Furthermore, it has 
been notice that the manpower development is faced with a lot of problems such as 
inadequate provision of facilities, under/ over utilization of the manpower development, 
abuse of role of the manpower development, inadequate remuneration and poor working 
environment. This study is therefore designed to address the role of OTM for manpower 
development in Federal Polytechnic Bali. 
 
Objectives of the Study 
The main objective of this study is to determine the role office Technology and 
management for manpower development. 
The specific objectives are to: 

i. To find whether work environment affect manpower development in Federal 
polytechnic Bali 

ii. To determine if periodic training motivate manpower development in Federal 
polytechnic Bali. 

iii. To examine effective utilization of manpower development to the growth of 
Federal polytechnic Bali. 

 
Research Questions 

i. How do work environment affect manpower performance in Federal Polytechnic 
Bali. 

ii. How do periodic training motivate manpower development in Federal 
Polytechnic Bali 

iii. What are the effective ways of utilizing manpower development in Federal 
Polytechnic Bali 

 
Research Hypothesis  
HO1 There is no significant difference in the mean opinions of male and female to 
determine if periodic training motivate secretaries in the study of OTM. 
 
 
Significant of the study 
This study will be useful to students, research and secretary’s practitioners the study will 
help the organization to determine how to sustain and improve working effectively and 
to enlighten, the new entrants into the professional to understand how valuable and 
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important secretaries are in organization with in the federal polytechnic, it will also adjust 
and to adopt standard and manpower development, ethic and role of secretaries all to 
achieve effectiveness and efficiency in organization. 
This study will also be beneficial to secretaries and student as it will enhance their 
manpower development with their colleagues and boss in the office, the study will also 
be a references point in solving secretary’s problem in future. It will useful to: 

i. The manpower development; it is hoped as a of careful perusal of this work, the  
manpower development will be in better position to recognize problems 
experienced by secretaries and address them where necessary and to control 
their effects on their job performance. 

ii. Researcher; this work may prove useful to academic who may find all or some 
parts of it useful for further research on the role of Office Technology and 
Management by people 

iii. Trainers; Sometime people who train the secretaries for the job are hopelessly 
out of contact with what is required of them at places of work so, for training 
program should be up to the level that will help trainers identify vital training on 
which to lay emphasis and from time to time to improve on facilities to met up 
with modern office procedures. 

 
Methodology 
The study is a survey and carried out in federal polytechnic Bali, The population of the 
study comprises of OTM with a total number of thirty eight (38) respondents (twenty 
from certificate, national Diploma, and ten from Higher national diploma) 2020/2021 are 
selected using simple random sampling technique.  Questionnaire is as the main 
instrument for data collection in the study.  The instrument consists of sixteen-question 
items seeking information on the role of OTM for Manpower Development. The 
instrument is validated by experts in Office Technology and Management as well.  
Respondents are asked to choose one out of the four options (Strongly Agree, Agree, 
Disagree and Strongly Disagree) with the point 4, 3, 2, and 1. The questionnaire distributed 
to the secretary are dully completed and return. The simple technique is used to select 38 
student from the student population while all the lecturers are studied without sampling 
because is manageable size of the population. The instrument was validated by three 
experts two from the department of OTM and one from GNS department of the 
polytechnic Bali. The experts validated the instrument, scrutinize check the level of 
comprehensiveness appropriateness and role of each of the items to the objectives in 
order to determine the logical validity index of the instrument. The decision was that any 
mean response 3.00 and above was accepted while below 3.00 was rejected. 
 
Result  
Research question one: How do work environment affect manpower development 
performance in Federal Polytechnic Bali? 

S/N Items         X  SD Remark  

1. Influences the volume and quality of work   3.21  0.77 Agreed 
2. Reduces the output of the secretary                 3.50 0.70 Agreed 
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3 .Affects morale and state a health of a secretary 3.33 0.69 Agreed 
4. Conducive work environment improve manpower    3.00  0.79 Agreed 
 Development Productivity 

 
Table one show that the responses from the respondent in table above, it can be inferred 
that work environment affect manpower development in Federal Polytechnic Bali. It 
influences the volume and quality of work; Reduces the output of the manpower 
development; affect moral and state of health of a manpower development and 
conducive work environment improves manpower development productivity and 
reduces manpower development performance. All these is as agreed by the respondent 
with a mean score ranging from 3.21.3.50, 3.33 and 3.00. 
 
Research question two; how do periodic training motivate manpower development in 
Federal Polytechnic Bali? 

S/N Items       X SD Remark 

1. Manpower development are motivate training  2.78 0.47 Agreed 
When they understand how their work fit in to the 
Organization structure, mission goal and achievement 

2. Periodic training motivate manpower development to 3.00 0.60 Agreed 
Improves in work quality and outcomes 

3. Periodic training motivate manpower development       3.43 0.66 Agreed 
Thereby reducing absenteeism 

4. It enhance manpower general performance   2.89 0.77 Agreed 

 
Table Two shows that the respondents as indicate in the table above, it can be considered 
that periodic training motivate manpower development in Federal Polytechnic Bali. 
Manpower development are motivated with periodic training when they understand how 
their work fit  in to the organization structure, mission, goals and achievements; periodic 
training motivate manpower development to improves in work quality and outcomes 
;periodic training motivate manpower development  reducing absenteeism; it encourages 
manpower general performance. All these are agreed by the majorly of the respondents 
with a mean score of 2.78, 3.00, 3.43, and 2.89. 
 
Research questions three: What are effective ways of utilizing manpower development 
to ensure growth in Federal Polytechnic Bali? 

S/N Items       X SD Remark 

1. Answering and directing phone calls    1.7 0.37 Agreed 
2. Organizing document and paper work   2.60 0.50 Agreed 

Works and maintaining a filling system 
3. Assisting supervisors and staff with institution  3.22 0.77 Agreed 

Project and tasks 
4. Supervising staff and new employees   2.69 0.97 Agreed 
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Considering the responses form the respondents as indicated in the above table. It can be 
referred that the effective ways of utilizing manpower development to ensure growth in 
Federal Polytechnic Bali include answering and directing phone calls; organizing 
document and paper work and maintaining a filling system; assisting in the supervision of 
staff with institution project and tasks; documenting financial information and 
supervising staff and new employees. All these are as agreed by the respondents with a 
mean score ranging from 3.22, 2.69 and 2.60. 
 
Discussion 
According to research question one. It was discovered that work environment affect 
manpower development performance in federal polytechnic Bali because if influence the 
volume and quality of work ; reduce output of manpower development; affect moral and 
state of health of a manpower; conducive work environment improves manpower 
development productivity and reduce manpower performance. 
From research question two, it is discovered that periodic training motivates manpower 

development in Federal Polytechnic Bali. Manpower development are motivate with 

periodic training when they understand how their work fit in to organization structures 

mission, goals and achievements: periodic training motivate manpower development to 

improve in work quality and outcomes. Periodic training motivates manpower 

development there by reducing absenteeism encourages manpower development to 

relate well in a work place and enhance manpower development general performance.  

The findings support the assertion of Komolafe (2010) that office Technology and 

Management (OTM) is work- oriented educational programmed which is aimed at 

manpower development for paid employment, self- reliance or labor. And that it involves 

the role of OTM for manpower development such as attitude, competencies, and 

attributes to able be function effectively in the millennium office. 

Finally, research question three released that the effective ways of utilizing manpower 

development to ensure growth in Federal Polytechnic Bali are by answering calls doing 

paper work and maintaining a filing system ; assisting in the supervising of staff with 

institution projects and tasks; documenting financial information and supervising staff 

and new employees. 

 

Finding 

Considering the finding from research question one, two, and three; it can be said that 

manpower development in Federal Polytechnic Bali do not encountered office 

technology and management problems which lead to their good performance and as such 

leading to work efficiency. 

It is discovered that OTM need more training and conference to help sharp their 
manpower abilities in playing their role effectively. 
Finally, the finding realized that supervising and assisting of manpower by supervisors will 
goals long way in the effectiveness of utilizing OTM to ensure growth. 
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Conclusion 
This study aimed at determine how to solve OTM problems faced by the manpower 
development in Federal Polytechnic Bali and public organization as experienced. 
From the analysis of data and discussion of finding, the research draw the following 
conclusion; manpower development in Federal Polytechnic Bali do not have any OTM 
problems in the course of discharging their duties because going by the responses of the 
respondents, all items are accepted and thus show that there are no OTM problems faced 
by manpower development in Federal Polytechnic Bali. 
 
Recommendation 
The following recommendations are made on this study. 

➢ Secretaries in Federal Polytechnic Bali should go extra mile in learning new 
innovations related to their profession. 

➢ Management of Federal Polytechnic Bali should periodic train OfficeTechnology 
and Management so as to be more effective and be aware of changes made in 
their profession. 

➢ The management of organizations (employers of labor) should employ highly 
qualified Office Managers who are experts and skilled in office management to 
man offices so as to achieve set goals and objectives. 

➢ The curriculum planners should set up a committee to investigate the number of 
years the course should be studied. 
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